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The elderly crime is increasing with the development of the aging 
population, to be an universal concern of all countries.The rapid development 
of economy and technology has led our country into the era of population aging 
in the immature stages of social, at the same time the elderly crime is also 
synchronized growth ,which attracted the attention of the legislative 
departments.The Criminal Law Amendment (h) has also given a degree of 
concern to the elderly crime, which provides for more lenient sentencing 
standards focus on elderly crime. Because of the mitigation of penalty given to 
the elderly crime has not only profound practical basis、theoretical foundation 
and legal basis but also with the times significance, in line with the thrust of 
building a harmonious society and relating to the protection of human rights in 
maintaining social stability in China, the title is chosen. Besides introduction 
and conclusion, this essay includes the following four chapters: 
The first chapter is mainly about the basic concepts of elderly crime. It 
includes three parts. The first one describes the process of concept and the 
dispute of elderly crime ; the second one describes the theoretical disputes of 
elderly crime;the last one introduces the characteristics of elderly crime. 
The second chapter is mainly about the basis for the elderly criminal 
penalties gently. It includes three parts. The first one describes the realistic 
basis of the mitigation of penalty in the elderly crime, which analyzes from the 
aged itself, compared both domestic and abroad longitudinal comparison, and 
strive to analyze comprehensively; the second one describes the theoretical 
basis of the mitigation of penalty in the elderly crime,which analyzes from four 
aspects :the purpose of penalty,the humanitarian and economy of the criminal 















of the mitigation of penalty in the elderly crime,this part combs laws home and 
abrord and point out the significance for China.This is the important theoretical 
part of the essay. 
The third chapter is mainly about the problems of China’s legislation and 
judicial which about mitigation of penalties of the elderly crime. It includes two 
parts.The first one describes the inadequacies of criminal legislation, to find 
imperfections from the existing dispersion law bar and the Criminal Law 
Amendment (h) respectively ; the second one describes the shortages of the 
criminal justice. 
The forth chapter is mainly about the improving suggestions of mitigation 
of penalties for the elderly crime.Contrary to the inadequacies in our criminal 
legislatiion and justice, this part provides improving policies correspondingly.It 
includes two parts.The first one introduces the concept of criminal legislation; 
the second one describes the improving policies in criminal justice. This is the 
innovative part of the essay. 
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